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Abstract: Mesenchymal Stem Cells (MSCs) are adult multipotent cells able to increase sensory neuron
survival: direct co-culture of MSCs with neurons is pivotal to observe a neuronal survival increase.
Despite the identification of some mechanisms of action, little is known about how MSCs physically
interact with neurons. The aim of this paper was to investigate and characterize the main mechanisms
of interaction between MSCs and neurons. Morphological analysis showed the presence of gap
junctions and tunneling nanotubes between MSCs and neurons only in direct co-cultures. Using a
diffusible dye, we observed a flow from MSCs to neurons and further analysis demonstrated that
MSCs donated mitochondria to neurons. Treatment of co-cultures with the gap junction blocker
Carbenoxolone decreased neuronal survival, thus demonstrating the importance of gap junctions
and, more in general, of cell communication for the MSC positive effect. We also investigated
the role of extracellular vesicles; administration of direct co-cultures-derived vesicles was able to
increase neuronal survival. In conclusion, our study demonstrates the presence and the importance
of multiple routes of communication between MSCs and neurons. Such knowledge will allow a better
understanding of the potential of MSCs and how to maximize their positive effect, with the final aim
to provide the best protective treatment.

Keywords: mesenchymal cells; neurons; tunneling nanotubes; gap junction; extracellular vesicles

1. Introduction

Mesenchymal Stem Cells (MSCs) are adult stem cells well known by now in every
field of regenerative medicine, from cardiology to immunology and neurology [1]. They
are considered an unconventional tool to fight against several different diseases, even if
characterized by various clinical manifestations and overall by assorted etiopathogenetic
mechanisms. With a special focus on neurodegenerative diseases, such an intriguing role
mainly resides on the manifold properties of MSCs, ranging from immunomodulatory
and anti-inflammatory effects to a pro-survival action [2]. Nevertheless, the ability to
be seemingly effective for the treatment of such diverse neurological diseases has raised
questions about the effective mechanisms of MSC action, whose knowledge is essential for
actually considering a clinical use of MSCs. So far, several hypotheses have been made
with the most intriguing one being the MSC differentiation to replace damaged cells [1].
Recently, other assumptions have become more convincing, such as the release of trophic
factors, as well as the direct support to cellular survival. It is believed that stem cells
can secrete some neuronal factors such as BDNF, GDNF and NGF that promote neurite
outgrowth and neural function recovery [3]. In fact, several studies have shown promising
results of MSC use in in vitro models of neurodegenerative diseases, such as Parkinson’s
Disease and Alzheimer’s Disease (AD), where it has been demonstrated that MSCs, as well
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as their secretome, can interfere with misfolded TAU proteins, thus promoting survival
and increasing metabolic activity in AD in vitro models [4]. In the same way, in in vivo
models, intracerebral injected MSCs were able to reduce accumulation of amyloid-β (Aβ),
to decrease hyperphosphorylated TAU protein levels [5,6] and to improve learning and
memory abilities [7]. In other studies, it has been demonstrated that MSCs directly co-
cultured with sensory neurons were able to strongly increase neuronal survival and to
protect neurons from different toxic stimuli [8,9]. In such a model, direct contact between
MSCs and neurons was pivotal to achieve the protection, whilst a less powerful effect was
obtained by soluble factors. In addition, it is more and more evident that MSCs possess
the ability to change their expression pattern according to the surrounding milieu, thus
properly responding to the exogenous stimulation [10]. Starting from these observations,
we focused our investigation on the characterization of the key mechanisms of interaction
between MSCs and neurons.

Intercellular communications are crucial for all biological processes, such as the main-
tenance of tissue homeostasis, regulation of normal cellular function and response to
external environmental signals that affect cell survival [11]. Among the different mediators
of intercellular interactions, an important role is carried out by gap junctions [12].

Gap junctions are clusters of intercellular channels composed of “connexins” that
create a direct connection between the cytoplasm of two neighboring cells for exchange of
nutrients and large molecules between the cells [13]. MSCs have been reported to form gap
junctions with different cells, such as bronchial epithelial cells [14], epithelial cells [15], and
overall cardiomyocytes, with important effects on cardiac repair [16,17].

Another impressive means of communication that allows long-distance cell-to-cell
contact is represented by the relatively recently reported Tunneling Nanotubes (TNTs).
TNTs have been described as very small caliber cytoplasmic bridges connecting cells and
allowing the exchange of subcellular structures. In particular, TNTs are long tubular
structures, which could be of two types: thin, with a diameter of 50–200 nm and rich
in F-actin filaments, or thick, with a diameter between 600–700 nm, containing F-actin
microfilaments and microtubules. They can span several tens to hundreds of microns,
connecting two cells together. TNTs seem to be key structures in viral transmission [18],
however, they have been recently described as important cross-talk mediators: they allow
the cell-to-cell trafficking of various cellular components, including proteins, RNAs, and
even organelles (in case of thick TNTs), such as mitochondria [19].

Moreover, it has been shown that MSCs secrete vesicles containing important molecules.
Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are a heterogeneous group of biologically active membrane-
encompassed vesicles released by cells and, according to their size and biogenesis, EVs
can be divided into three main types: exosomes, microvesicles, and apoptotic bodies. EVs
are found in numerous body fluids as well as in the medium of cultured cells and can
carry lipids, proteins, enzymes, and coding and noncoding RNA molecules. EVs play
an important role in crosstalk between cells and modulate target cell functions. Different
studies confirm that MSC-derived EVs have regenerative and anti-inflammatory prop-
erties and improve post-stroke neuroregeneration [20], traumatic brain injury [21], and
wound healing [22], although no unifying hypothesis exists for the underlying mechanism
promoting neuronal growth and survival.

Here, we verified the presence and the importance of all these intercommunication
structures for the positive effect of MSCs on neuronal survival. The demonstration of such
a “dynamic interaction” between cells and its important role for neuronal survival will
underline the ability of MSCs to properly react to the surrounding inputs from the other
cells. Moreover, the knowledge of the interaction mechanisms between MSCs and neurons
will allow one to maximize the positive MSC effect by introducing the most advisable
changes, with the final aim to provide a protective treatment for neurons.
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2. Results
2.1. Morphological Analysis of Intercellular Communication Structures

As previously reported [8], the contact between MSCs and neurons leads to an impor-
tant and prolonged increase of sensory neuronal survival, with direct interaction between
MSCs and neurons reported to be pivotal. To deepen the knowledge of the mechanisms
involved in such an interaction, the neurons, alone and in direct co-culture with MSCs,
were analyzed at the electron microscope, which showed the presence of desmosomal-like
structures only in the co-cultures (Figure 1a and Figure S1). Moreover, besides the presence
of gap junctions, under the optic microscope in the direct co-cultures, it was possible to
observe some very thin processes connecting MSCs to neurons (Figure 1b), resembling
Tunneling Nanotubes (TNTs), the newly discovered form of intercellular communication.
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cence analysis was performed in the direct co-cultures. In particular, TNTs could be iden-
tified mainly by morphological criteria [23]: in the case of thick TNTs, a diameter of 600–
700 nm and the presence of filaments of actin and tubulin. As shown in Figures 2 and S1, 
the thin processes observed in direct co-cultures were positive for both criteria, thus being 
considered as TNTs (Figure 2). 

Figure 1. Morphological analysis of intercellular communication structures. (a) Electron microscopy
analysis of direct co-cultures of neurons and MSCs after 30 days, showing the presence of desmosomal-
like structures (white arrow). The * indicate cisternae of reticulum endoplasmic (RE). The black dots
observed on the RE surface are ribosomes. The letter N indicates the nucleus. (b) Optical microscope
analysis of direct co-cultures of neurons and MSCs after 30 days. White arrows indicate the presence
of very thin structures connecting neuronal processes and MSCs.

To characterize these structures as TNTs, electron microscopy and immunofluorescence
analysis was performed in the direct co-cultures. In particular, TNTs could be identified
mainly by morphological criteria [23]: in the case of thick TNTs, a diameter of 600–700 nm
and the presence of filaments of actin and tubulin. As shown in Figures 2 and S1, the
thin processes observed in direct co-cultures were positive for both criteria, thus being
considered as TNTs (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Morphological characterization of TNTs. (a) confocal analysis on direct co-cultures of
neurons and MSCs after 30 days showing the presence of actin (green) and tubulin (red). The yellow
spots show the co-localization of the proteins. (b) Electron microscopy analysis of TNTs found direct
co-cultures of neurons and MSCs after 30 days, with a diameter consistent with that already reported
for thick TNTs. White arrows indicate the presence of mitochondria.
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2.2. Direct Interactions between MSCs and Neurons

The formation of TNTs and gap junction-like structures in the direct co-cultures let us
hypothesize a direct and dynamic interaction between MSCs and neurons. In fact, these
structures are known to potentially mediate the exchange of some molecules.

Once the presence of direct communication structures was proved, we moved to verify
the potential exchange of cellular materials between cells. MSCs previously stained with the
vital fluorescent cytoplasmic dye Calcein were added to sensory neurons for the co-culture
set up. As shown in Figure 3, after 30 days it was possible to observe sensory neurons
stained with Calcein, thus demonstrating a direct exchange of cytoplasmic materials from
MSCs to neurons. On the contrary, when neurons were stained with Calcein before the
co-culture set up, we did not observe any dye transfer to MSCs, thus demonstrating that
only MSCs could “donate” cytoplasmic materials to neurons (data not shown).
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Figure 3. Analysis of the exchange of cytoplasmic materials. MSCs previously stained with the
fluorescent diffusible vital dye Calcein were directly co-cultured with neurons. After 30 days of
co-culture, immunofluorescence was performed to show the putative migration of Calcein. In red:
Phalloidin; in green: cCalcein; in blue: Map2.

To confirm the importance of such a connection between MSCs and neurons, we
used Carbenoxolone (CBX), a pan-gap junction blocker [24]. To check the effectiveness
of CBX, we examined its effect on Connexin 32, largely represented in neurons. CBX
treatment decreased the expression of Connexin 32 (Cx32) in all of the examined samples
(Figure 4a), resulting in a reduction of neuronal survival in co-cultures, thus demonstrating
the important role of gap junctions, and direct interactions in general, in the positive effect
of MSCs (Figure 4b).
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Figure 4. Analysis of the role of gap junctions. (a) Confocal analysis for the presence of Cx32 in
direct co-cultures, neurons cultured alone and MSCs cultured alone after 30 days of culture, with and
without the gap junction blocker Carbenoxolone (CBX). In red: Phalloidin; in green: Cx32; in blue:
Map2. (b) Morphological analysis of neurons and direct co-cultures with or without the exposure to
Carbenoxolone (CBX) for 30 days.

2.3. Mitochondrial Exchange

After the demonstration of transfer of cytoplasmic materials from MSCs to neurons,
we tried to identify the possible molecules “donated” to neurons. An intriguing hypothesis
suggests that TNTs could mediate the exchange of mitochondria [25]. To verify such a hy-
pothesis in our model, MSCs were previously stained with mitochondrial dye Mitotracker,
and after that co-cultured with neurons. Then, by using a live-imaging system, we observed
that mitochondria stained with Mitotracker passed from MSCs to neurons (Figure 5a). In
addition, electron microscopy analysis demonstrated the presence of mitochondria along
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TNTs (Figure 5b) and immunofluorescence analysis demonstrated the presence of Miro1, a
protein regulating mitochondrial movement along TNTs (Figure 5c).
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Figure 5. Analysis of mitochondrial exchange. (a) Evidence of the transfer of green Mitotracker from
MSCs to neurons. MSCs previously stained with Mitotracker (green) were added to neurons for
setting up direct co-cultures. By the time-lapse cell imaging system Biostation, both in fluorescence
and in bright field, the flow of Mitotracker was analyzed and its presence inside neurons was shown.
(b) Electron microscopy analysis of TNTs in direct co-cultures revealed the presence of mitochondria
(black arrows). The * indicated the presence of EVs, probably exosomes according to their dimensions.
(c) Confocal microscopy analysis of direct co-cultures for the presence of Miro1 along the processes.
In green: Tubulin; in red: Miro1; in blue: Phalloidin.

2.4. Extracellular Vesicles Analysis

Lastly, the analysis of the co-cultures at the electron microscope also showed the
presence of some vesicles “traveling” from MSCs to neurons (see Figure 5b). Due to their
dimension (30–150 nm), these vesicles could be considered as exosomes, according to the
literature criteria [26]. Since exosomes are considered short-distance mediators [27], we
further investigated this interaction. We firstly collected and characterized the vesicles
secreted in the culture medium by MSCs, both cultured alone (EVs-MSCs) and in direct
co-culture with sensory neurons (EVs-direct co-cultures). In order to verify the presence of
exosomes in EV preparations, we performed a Western Blot analysis to identify the proteins
CD9 and CD81, which are considered exosomes markers. As shown in Figure 6a, both
EVs-MSCs and EVs-direct co-cultures displayed the bands corresponding to CD9 and CD81
proteins, thus confirming the presence of exosomes in both the EV preparations.
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to internalize stained EVs (Figure 6c) that co-localized with exosomal marker CD9 and 
were distributed mostly in neuronal cell bodies and along neuronal processes (Figure 
6e,f). Neurons cultured alone (Figure 6d) not receiving EVs represent a negative control 
and did not show any staining. 

To investigate EVs’ role in MSC-mediated increase of neuronal survival, sensory neu-
rons were incubated with EVs-MSCs or with EVs-direct co-cultures. Light microscopy 
showed that neurons cultured alone, without the addition of EVs, showed a suffering ap-
pearance starting from 1 week of culture, with evident signs of neurite degeneration and 
neuronal death after 4–6 weeks of culture, as shown in Figure 7a. Neurons in direct co-
culture with MSCs had a healthier appearance and they were still alive after 4–6 weeks. 
Neurons receiving EVs collected from MSC medium had a slightly better survival with 
respect to control neurons, although the difference was not statistically significant. On the 
contrary, neurons receiving EVs isolated from direct co-cultures were able to survive 
longer than control neurons (Figure 7b). 

Figure 6. Analysis of EVs. (a) EVs isolated from MSCs cultured alone or EVs collected from direct
co-cultures were analyzed by Western Blot for the presence of CD9 and CD81, markers of exosomes.
(b) Neurons without the addition of EVs. (c) Neurons added with PKH26 stained EVs (red) from
direct-co-cultures. Confocal analysis of (d) neurons without the addition of EVs, (e) neurons added
with PHK26 stained-EVs (red) derived from direct-cultures and (f) neurons added with PHK26
stained-EVs (red) derived from MSCs. In green: CD9; in red: PKH26 stained EVs; in blue: Map2.
White arrows show CD9 colocalizing with PHK26-stained EVs (yellow).

EVs isolated from the culture medium of MSCs cultured alone or in direct co-culture
with neurons, were stained with the lipophilic membrane dye PKH26 and added once a
week to neurons cultured alone, up to 6 weeks. As shown in Figure 6, neurons were able
to internalize stained EVs (Figure 6c) that co-localized with exosomal marker CD9 and
were distributed mostly in neuronal cell bodies and along neuronal processes (Figure 6e,f).
Neurons cultured alone (Figure 6d) not receiving EVs represent a negative control and did
not show any staining.

To investigate EVs’ role in MSC-mediated increase of neuronal survival, sensory
neurons were incubated with EVs-MSCs or with EVs-direct co-cultures. Light microscopy
showed that neurons cultured alone, without the addition of EVs, showed a suffering
appearance starting from 1 week of culture, with evident signs of neurite degeneration
and neuronal death after 4–6 weeks of culture, as shown in Figure 7a. Neurons in direct
co-culture with MSCs had a healthier appearance and they were still alive after 4–6 weeks.
Neurons receiving EVs collected from MSC medium had a slightly better survival with
respect to control neurons, although the difference was not statistically significant. On the
contrary, neurons receiving EVs isolated from direct co-cultures were able to survive longer
than control neurons (Figure 7b).
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Figure 7. Evaluation of neuronal survival after the addition of EVs. (a) Morphological analysis of
the effect of EVs, derived from MSCs or from direct co-cultures, on neuronal survival at different
time points (1, 2, and 4 weeks of culture), with respect to neurons cultured alone (Neurons) or in
direct co-cultures with MSCs. Bar = 50 µm. (b) Graph of the effect of EVs, derived from MSCs or
from direct co-cultures, on neuronal survival at different time points (1, 2, 3 and 4 weeks of culture),
compared to neurons cultured alone (Neurons) or in direct co-culture with MSCs.

3. Discussion

Neuronal cells possess a very limited regenerative capacity and, for this reason, finding
a mechanism to support their survival can represent significant progress towards the
treatment of different neurodegenerative diseases. A new hope that is gaining ground is
cell-based therapy, a promising approach with encouraging results in different models of
nervous system diseases [28]. In such a therapeutic context, MSCs play a leading role, being
able to stimulate regeneration, neuronal survival, and immunomodulatory properties,
together with a high biosafety profile. So far, many mechanisms of action have been
hypothesized, from the release of trophic factors to direct interactions [29], thus suggesting
that MSCs could exploit more than one mechanism, tuning their action according to the
specific framework. To do that, it is fundamental that MSCs could dynamically interact
with the surrounding cells. Here, we unraveled different ways by which MSCs talk to
neurons, also demonstrating that such interactions are important for the MSC-dependent
support to neuronal survival.

In particular, we demonstrated the formation of three different intercommunication
structures between MSCs and neurons: the already described gap junctions, the more
newly discovered TNTs, and the short-distance vesicles traffic. Probably through all these
structures, we observed the transfer of cytoplasmic materials from MSCs to neurons, but
not vice versa. Among the materials donated by MSCs, we identified the presence of
mitochondria, which could be a fundamental mediator of neuronal survival increase [30].
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All these mechanisms have been already reported separately in studies on MSCs
and other cells, in some case also with neurons, but this is the first time that all the three
mechanisms are demonstrated in the same culture involving MSCs and neuronal cells,
overall with a relation to MSC-dependent neuronal survival increase.

In fact, the formation of gap junctions has been already demonstrated to be pivotal
between neurons and astrocytes, for neuron survival and neurite elongation [31]. Such
a mechanism has been considered as a “passage structure” by which astrocytes could
modulate neurons [32,33]. In the same way, neurons seem to be able to also exploit gap
junctions to act on MSC differentiation toward a neural phenotype [34]. In our model
we demonstrated the influence, by gap junctions, of MSCs on neurons, rather than vice
versa; in fact, blocking these structures overrides the pro-survival effect observed in direct
co-culture of neurons with MSCs. This result is in line with other publications where
exchange of cytoplasmic and mitochondrial transfer between MSCs and lung epithelial
cells [35] was described.

Concerning TNTs, their formation between MSCs and neurons has not yet been re-
ported, while TNTs have already been described as heterotypic bridges in the co-cultures
of MSCs with other cell types, such as cardiomyocytes, epithelial cells, macrophages, renal
tubular cells and cancer cells [19], as very rapid communication structures [35], but also as
a spreading mean for pathogens [36] or pathological structures, such as α-synuclein [37]. In
our study, we also showed the formation of TNTs between MSCs and neurons, thus reinforc-
ing the hypothesis, suggested by other authors, of a mitochondria transfer through TNTs,
already reported between MSCs and different cellular types such as cardiomyocytes [38]
and hepatocytes [39]. Mitochondria are involved in many physiological processes, as well
as in pathological states [40]. The ability of MSCs to “donate” healthy mitochondria, already
demonstrated with cardiomyocytes [16,41], could actually represent a valid mechanism
for neuronal protection: mitochondrial dysfunction is a key element of neuronal degenera-
tion. By donating healthy mitochondria, MSCs could prevent neuronal degeneration, thus
improving survival.

In the literature, it has been hypothesized that some environmental stress factors could
be necessary to trigger TNT development between cells. Wang et al. [42] demonstrated TNT
formation between astrocytes and neurons, suggesting that the stressed cells promote TNT
development, which extends to the unstressed cells. In our model, neurons suffered more
and more during the culture, which could be the stress situation triggering TNT formation,
being the further demonstration of a dynamic interaction between MSCs and neurons,
despite the observation that only MSCs could “donate” molecules to neurons. Some studies
suggest that directionality of mitochondrial transfer could be determined by some stress
signals produced by the suffering cells [43], like damaged mitochondria, released mtDNA
or mitochondrial products [44–46], thus triggering a signal for mitochondrial transfer,
although the mechanism of such an exchange is a complex micro environmental process
and it remains to be further elucidated.

Besides TNTs and gap junctions, we also demonstrated that EVs could be engrafted
by neuronal cells, and in particular those from direct co-cultures showed a positive effect
on neuronal survival. The importance of the secretome of MSCs and EVs has already been
demonstrated in several models such as acute kidney injury [47], ischemia [48], Alzheimer’s
disease [49], and osteoarthritis [50], ascribing this beneficial effect to the transfer of specific
mRNAs and growth factors, able to modulate cellular processes such as apoptosis, cell
proliferation, angiogenesis and inflammation [47,51].

One of the most significant findings of the present paper is the observation that EVs
derived from the direct co-culture are more effective at supporting neuronal survival than
those spontaneously released by MSCs alone. Other studies have confirmed the possibility
to “prime” MSCs in order to strengthen their effect [52–56]. A common means to “prime”
MSCs is their exposure to hypoxic conditions, as well as to some neurotrophic factors or
neuroactive molecules before their use in different cellular models; in this way, MSCs could
improve their supporting abilities [52–56]. In our model, the direct co-culture with neurons
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could be considered as a “priming” conditioning method for MSCs; in some ways, neurons
signal MSCs about their state, and MSCs consequently adapt their secretome. It is likely
that MSCs do not spontaneously express or release the pivotal molecules, but rather they
are firstly affected by the surrounding milieu, and only as a response they express or release
specific factors. By this view, MSCs possess the ability to properly react to the surrounding
inputs from the other cells, in this case neurons. To do that, the establishment of a “dynamic
interaction” among these cells is fundamental.

In conclusion, we can affirm that the present paper provides a further insight into
MSC action: the observed positive effect of MSCs on neuron survival when in co-culture
likely involved not just a single mechanism, but at least three different interaction strategies,
ending up with the donation of cytoplasmic material, in particular mitochondria, which
can alleviate neuronal stress.

4. Materials and Methods

The study was approved by the Milano-Bicocca University ethics committee (N
0035828/13) and it was performed in conformity with the institutional guidelines, in compli-
ance with national (DL n. 26/2014) and international (EEC Council Directive 2010/63/EU,
OJL 358, Dec. 1987; NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, US NRC, 1996)
laws and policies and with the ARRIVE guidelines.

4.1. DRG Neurons Primary Cultures

DRG from 15-day old Sprague-Dawley rat embryos (Envigo, Casatenovo, Italy) were
removed and dissociated with trypsin. Then neurons were cultured on collagen-coated
dishes for 5 days in AN2 medium composed of MEM (Euroclone S.p.A., Pero, Italy) and
15% calf bovine serum, 50 mg/mL ascorbic acid (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO,
USA), 1.4 mM glutamine (Euroclone), 0.6% glucose (Sigma) supplemented with 5 ng/mL
NGF (Euroclone) and 10−5 M Fudr (Sigma) to remove satellite cells. Neurons were then
incubated with AN2 medium with 5 ng/mL NGF. The AN2 medium was changed twice
a week.

4.2. MSCs Cultures

MSCs were obtained from the bone marrow of Sprague-Dawley rats (Envigo) by flush-
ing the femur and tibia diaphysis with 2 mL/bone of alpha MEM with 2 mM Glutamine
and antibiotics (100 U/mL Penicillin G and 100 µg/mL Streptomycin Sulfate) (Euroclone).
MSCs were cultured in a humidified incubator at 37 ◦C with 5% CO2 in alpha-MEM
medium plus 2 mM Glutamine, antibiotics and 20% fetal bovine serum (Euroclone).

4.3. Co-Cultures

MSCs (passage 4–7) were trypsinized and added on neurons at a density of 104 cells/cm2,
co-cultures were maintained in AN2 + 5 ng/mL NGF. Carbenoxolone (CBX, Sigma) was
dissolved in water and then added to the culture medium at the concentration of 100 µM.

4.4. Calcein and Mitotracker

The cytoplasmic fluorescent dyes Calcein (Becton Dickinson Italia S.p.A., Milan, Italy)
and Mitotracker (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Monza, Italy) were added to MSC culture
medium at a concentration respectively of 4 µM for 30 min and 200 nM for 45 min at 37 ◦C.
Then, the medium with dyes was removed, the MSCs cultures were washed with PBS
(Euroclone), trypsinized and added to neuronal cultures at a concentration of 104 cells/cm2.
The Time Lapse Imaging Biostation system (Nikon Instruments Inc, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands) was used to obtain live detection of Calcein or Mitotracker flow.

4.5. Immunofluorescence and Electron Microscope Analysis

The cultures were washed with PBS and then fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde. Im-
munostaining was performed using anti-Map2 (1:50, Chemicon Int., Temecula, CA, USA),
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Actin (1:50, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX, USA), Tubulin (1:200, Sigma), and
Miro1 (1:50, GeneTex, Irvine, CA, USA) as primary antibodies. Phalloidin (1:20, Rockland,
Gilbertsville, PA, USA) was used to visualize MSCs. Anti-CD9 (1:50, Sigma) was used to
stain exosomes to analyze its colocalization with PKH26 (Sigma). Anti-Cx32 (1:50, Abcam
Ltd., Cambridge, MA, USA) was used to stain gap-junctions. Cells were then examined
using confocal laser microscopy, carried out with a LSM 710 confocal microscope (Carl
Zeiss, Milan, Italy).

For the electron microscope, co-cultures and neurons alone were fixed for 30 min in
4% paraformaldehyde (Sigma) and 2% glutaraldehyde (Sigma) in phosphate buffer 0.12 M,
postfixed in 1% OsO4 in cacodylate buffer (Sigma) for 30 min, dehydrated with increasing
concentration of ethanol and embedded in epoxy resin. Ultrathin sections (70 nm) were
stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate and they were observed with a Philips CM10
transmission electron microscope (Philips Medical Systems S.p.A., Monza, Italy).

4.6. EVs Isolation and Administration

Medium collected from MSCs cultured alone or from direct co-cultures of MSCs and
neurons was collected once a week for three weeks. Extracellular vesicles were isolated from
the culture media using ExoQuick-TC™ Exosome precipitation solution (System Bioscience,
Palo Alto, CA, USA) according to manufacturer’s instructions, allowing precipitation of
exosomes and microvesicles between 30 and 200 nm size. The pellet with the precipitated
microvesicles was resuspended in 100 µL PBS. The protein concentration was verified
by Bradford assay. Vesicles were then stained with lipophilic membrane red dye PKH26
according to manufacturer’s instructions (Sigma Chemical Co.). Tubes were centrifuged at
190,000× g for 2 h at 4 ◦C. The supernatant was aspirated and the pellet was resuspended in
PBS to the final concentration of 10 ng/µL. Then, 25 µg of extracellular vesicles were added
once a week, up to 6 weeks, to neurons plated in 10 cm2 dishes without MSCs added.

4.7. Immunoblotting

In order to identify the exosomal markers CD9 and CD81 in extracellular vesicle
preparation, Western Blot was performed. Briefly, 50 µg of EVs in Laemmli buffer were
separated by SDS-PAGE (13% acrylamide) and transferred to a nitrocellulose filter. Mem-
branes were blocked with 5% non fat milk (for CD9 immunoblotting) or 5% BSA (for CD81
immunoblotting) and incubated with the primary antibodies anti-CD9 (1:2000, Sigma) or
anti-CD81 (1:500, Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 1 h at RT. Afterwards, membranes were
washed, incubated with peroxidase-conjugated secondary anti-rabbit antibody (1:2000,
Perkin Elmer Italia, Milan, Italy) for 1 h at room temperature. Chemiluminescence signal
was developed with a detection kit (LiteUP, Euroclone) according to manufacturer’s in-
structions and then acquired by Amersham ImageQuant800 western blot imaging system
(Cytiva Europe GmbH, Buccinasco, Italy).

4.8. Survival Evaluation and Statistical Analysis

Neuronal survival was evaluated by counting the viable neurons, which were char-
acterized by a birefringent outline that was absent in dead cells. Statistical analysis of the
data was carried out using the one-way Anova test and Tukey post-test with the GraphPad
Prism statistical package (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA).

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/ijms23105791/s1.
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